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5. The conjugate operator function 
In this section we study some important relations between the H, and 
K,,, spaces for A and those for the conjugate operator function A*. We 
denote the conjugate spaces of X and Y by X* and Y*, respectively, 
and we define A* to be the function with values in 9’( Y*, X*) given by 
A*(l) = A@)*, 
for 3, in the domain of A. Clearly A* E &?(k, 9( Y*, X*)) and v(A*; 39) = 
=v(A; ;b). If A, denotes the 72th coefficient of the Laurent expansion of 
A at &, then (An)* is the corresponding coefficient of the Laurent expansion 
of A* at &. 
6.1 REMARK. Suppose that A is finite meromorphic at 39. Then it 
follows that A* is also finite meromorphic at ho. In Section 3 we have 
constructed in a canonical way operator functions S and T which are 
holomorphic at 20 and resemble in certain aspects the function A. It is 
not dificult to show that S* (resp., T*) bears the same relationship to 
A* that T (reap., 8) bears to A. Indeed, let B and 6’ be operator functions 
given by (3-3) and (3-4). Then 
and 
‘*(I) = 
A*(A) B*(1), ;z E A, 
Ao* Qo*, A=&. 
Observe that &I* is a continuous projection of Y* and dim R(&*) ~00. 
Furthermore, &o* =IY* - &I* and, from (32), 
A+_,Qo*=O, i=l, . . . . p. 
If one compares these results with formulas (3-ll), (3-12) and (3-13), 
one sees that S* has the desired properties. Similar formulas hold for T*. 
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In the finite meromorphic case the spaces HO and KO plsy the role of 
the null space and the range space of A at 2s. Thus it is not surprising 
that the following proposition holds. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. If A is finite meromorphic at lo, then 
(a) Ho[A; E.o] is closed and Ho[A*; &] is weak* closed, 
(b) Ko[A; i&J is closed if and only if Ko[A*; LO] is weak* closed. 
PROOF. The first part of (a) was proved in Proposition 3.8(a). The 
second part of (a) follows from a similar argument. To prove (b), we 
consider the holomorphic operator function X mentioned in Remark 5.1. 
Suppose first that Ko[A ; &,I is closed. It then follows from Propositions 
3.8(d) and 3.5(s) that R(S(lo)) is closed. By the closed range theorem, 
R(S*(ilo)) is weak* closed. In view of Remark 5.1, we may apply (3-16) 
to A* and S*. Since Lemma 3.1(s) obviously holds for the weak* topology, 
it follows that Ko[A* ; iz 0 is weak* closed. Finally, suppose that Ko[A* ; lo] ] 
is weak* closed. Then it is certainly closed in the norm topology. By 
Proposition 3.8(d), R(Ao*) is closed. It follows that R(Ao) is closed, and 
hence, by Proposition 3.8(d) again, Ko[A; ilo] is closed. 
From the discussion in Section 3, it is clear that when A is finite 
meromorphic at ;30 and m-c 0, the K, spaces for A and A* are finite- 
dimensional, and the H, spaces for A (resp., A*) contain a subspace of 
finite codimension which is closed in X (resp., weak* closed in Y*). Thus, 
when A is finite meromorphic at ilo and m< 0, the spaces H, and K, 
for A (resp., A*) are closed (resp., weak* closed). In Corollary 5.8 below 
we shall show that this result also holds for rn> 0 whenever R(Ao) is 
closed and k(A ; no) is finite. 
In the results which follow, the annihilator of a set M in X or X* 
will be denoted by M I. In the proof of the next proposition it will be 
convenient to write (y, g) for the value of a linear functional g E Y* at 
a vector y E Y. 
5.3 PROPOSITION. Let m be an integer. Then 
(4 WA* ; 391 C &[A ; Loll, 
(b) H[A* ; %] C K[A ; loll, 
(4 &CA* ; &I C &[A ; loll, 
(4 &n[A ; no] C Km[A * ; loll, 
(e) HIA ; &I C KM*; AoIl, 
(f) &[A ; Jo] C &[A* ; 201~. 
PROOF. Take g in H,[A*; ;20] C Y* and y in K,[A; &I. Then there 
exists WEZ’(&, Y*) such that y(l)+g and Y(A*Ju; lo)>m+l. Also, 
there exists + E &@(ilo, X) such that ~(4; Jo)> -m and (AC+)@) + y. Now 
($(4, A”(4 ~44) = (44 W), 144) + (Y, s>> 
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as 2, + lo. But the order at & of the function given by the left hand 
side of the previous formula is greater than or equal to 
Thus 
as 2 -+ 20. This proves that (y, g)= 0, which suffices to prove (a). Part 
(b) follows immediately from (a) by observing that 
; HtnCA” ; Jo1 c fi Kn[A ; Loll c { ; &[A ; lop. 
a-1 m-l m-1 
To prove (c), take g in &[A*; Jo] and y in &[A; 51. Then there exists 
y E SF&, Y*) such that y(n) + g and A*(I)y(J) E 0 in a deleted neighbour- 
hood of i20. Also, there exists $ E &‘(&, X) such that (A+)(1) + y. Then, 
as 3, +- lo, 
Hence g E &[A; loll, which suffices to prove (c). The proofs of (d), (e) 
and (f) are similar and will be omitted. 
Note that by examining the annihilators of the sets mentioned in 
Proposition 5.3, one may obtain 
(5-2) &7&[~* ; ilo] c H?n[A ; A+, 
and other similar relations. 
5.4 LEMMA. Let Z be a locally convex Hawdorfi topological linear 
space, and let M and N be subspaces of Z such that N C M. Then Ml C 
CNlCZ* and 
(5-3) dim N1/M1g dim M/N. 
If N is closed, then equality hala% in (5-3). 




Ml=(L+N)*=Ll n Nl. 
The following algebraic isomorphism is easily verified (cf. Lemma 2.2 
in [17]): 
Nl/(Ll n Nl) N (LI+ Nl)/Y-. 
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Hence, from (5-4), we have 
dim iVl/.Ml= dim (,%I+ Nl)/..V< dim 2*/u = 
= dim L* = dim L = dim M/N. 
(The relation dim L* = dim L holds in general, since we set dim L= CO 
whenever L is not finite-dimensional.) This proves (5-3). If N is closed, 
then N = Nu by the bipolar theorem. Applying (5-3) to Ml and N1 
with the weak* topology, we obtain 
dim M/N g dim Mll/N = dim Mll/Nll< dim Nl/Ml. 
Thus equality must hold in (5-3). 
In order to simplify the notation of the proofs remaining in this section, 
we shall omit the reference to lo and simply write Hm[A], H&A*], etc., 
instead of H&A; 201, H,[A*; no], etc. 
5.5 LEMMA. bbppose that A is lwlommphi~ at 10 and R(Ao) is closed. 
Thm k(A; &)=k(A*; ;20), If k(A; 3Lo)<oo, then 
(a) H[A*; hl=K[A; 3Lo11, 
(b) H[A ; no]= K[A* ; J,#. 
PROOF. Since A is holomorphic, we have 
Ho[A*] = N(Ao*) = R(Ao)l=Ko[A]l, 
fJo[A] = N(Ao) = R(Ao*)l=Ko[A*]l. 
Then, using (l-5) and Lemma 5.4 together with the fact that Ko[A] = 
= R(Ao) is closed, 
(5-5) 
KM1 k(A; &)=dimWl = dim Ko[Al’- dim Ho[A*I -= - 
JWll K[A]l * 
From Proposition 5.3(b), 
(5-V dim Ho[A*I < dim Ho[A*I K[A31‘ H[A =k(A*; Ad. 
Now Ko[A*] = R(A,,*) is weak* closed by the closed range theorem. Using 
Lemma 5.4 again, together with Proposition 5.3(e), we see that 
KM*1 k(A* ; 20) = dim KO[A = dim Ko[A*I1 = K[A*]l 
X&m H"[A1 Q &m!fa =&A; Jo). 
K[A*]l HP1 
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It follows from this that k(A ; &,) = k(A * ; 20). Suppose now that k(A ; 10) c 00. 
Then the quantities in (5-6) to (6-7) are all finite and equal. Since 
H[A*] c K[A]l c Ko[A]l=Hl)[A*], 
by Proposition 5.3(b), the fact that the quantities in (6-6) are equal and 
finite implies that H[A *] = K[A]l. Similarly, using Proposition 5.3(e) and 
(S-7), one sees that H[A] = R[A*]l. 
For the linear case, A(I) = T + U’, the first statement in the preceding 
lemma is Theorem 3.6 in [16]. It is possible to use the technique of 
Section 4 to reduce Lemma 5.5 to the linear case, but this approach 
involves considerably more work. 
6.6 PROPOSITION. S~ose that A is jinite meromorphic at k,, R(A0) 
is cloeed and k(A ; j10) coo. Then 
(a) WA*; M=K[A; AOF-, 
(b) H[A ; I,,] = K[A* ; 201~. 
PROOF. Let S and T be the holomorphic operator functions discussed 
in Remark 5.1. Then, from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, 
H[A]=H[S], K[A]=R[T]. 
Also, using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 with A*, we have 
H[A*] =H[T*], K[A*] =K[S*]. 
The relations (a) and (b) above now follow by applying Lemma 5.5(a) 
to T and Lemma 6.8(b) to S. 
5.7 PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is jinite meromorphic at & and R(Ao) 
is closed. Then k(A; &) =k(A*; Lo). 
PROOF. Suppose &at that k(A ; &) < 00. Then from Proposition 5.3(a), 
Proposition 6.6(a) and Lemma 6.4, we have 
Ho[A*] 
&A*; lo)=dim- Q dim JG4Al* - = 
WA*1 JW*l 
= dim Ko[AI1 < dim K[Al 
KIAIL 
- = k(A ; A,,). 
KoVl 
Hence k(A*;Lo)~k(A;i20) (even when k(A;&)=oo). Now suppose that 
E(A*; A.o<oo. We need to use Proposition 6.6(b), and so we must first 
show that k(A; 10) < 00. If S is the holomorphic operator function con- 
sidered in Remark 5.1, then R(S(iZo)) is closed by Proposition 3.5. Further- 
more, we know that k(S* ; Ao) < do, by applying Proposition 3.7 to A* 
and S*. It follows that k(S; &)-COO (Lemma 6.6), and hence k(A; &)<oo 
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(Proposition 3.6). Finally, using Propositions 6.3(d) and 5.6(b) and 
Lemma 5.4, we have 
HoI21 k(A ; As) = dim HCAl G dim Ko[A*l’- = 
WA1 
= dim Ko[A*I’ ~ dim R[A*l 
K[A*]l - =k(A*; &). Kol+*l 
Thus k(A; Ao)<k(A*; &), which proves the proposition. 
6.8 COROLLARY. Suppose that A is jinite wwomorphic at &I, R(Ao) is 
closed and k(A ; JO) coo. Then the qw~ces H,[A ; %I, Km[A ; I,-,] (m E Z), 
H[A ; lo] and K[A ; 391 are closed. Also, the spaces Hm[A* ; IO], K&A* ; J&J 
(m E Z), H[A*; ;20] and K[A*; &] are weak* closed. 
PROOF. The situation for rn< 0 was discussed after Proposition 6.2, 
so we may assume that m>O. It is clear from Proposition 6.6 that H[A] 
is closed and H[A*] is weak* closed. Since 
dim Hm[A1 < dim H”[A1 = k(A ; 20) < 00, 
HIdI HVI 
it follows that H&A] is closed. Similarly, Hm[A*] is weak* closed. Since 
Ka[A] is closed (by Proposition 3.8) and 
dim KmrA1 G dim KrA1 = k(A * JO) < 00, 
WA1 KoVl ’ 
it follows that K&A] and K[A] are closed. Similarly, Ko[A*] is weak* 
closed (Proposition 6.2), and hence Km[A*] and K[A*J are weak* closed. 
6.9 PRoPosITIoa. Suppose that A is finite meromorphic at ho, R(Ao) 
is closed and k(A; IO) -CCCL Then, for m E Z, 
(a) HdA*; Ad=KdA; loll, 
(b) Hm[A; Aol=Km[A*; Loll. 
PROOF. Since all of the sets in question are closed (or weak* closed), 
it suffices to prove that equahty holds in (5-l) and (5-2). Suppose firat 
that m< 0. Using Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 1.5, we have 
Similarly, 
dim H,,JA]l= dim X/Hm[A] = dim Km[A]. 
dim Hm[A*]l= dim Y*/H&A*] = dim K,[A*]. 
Hence it follows from (5-l) and (5-2) that 
(5-8) 
dim Km[A] 6 dim H,JA*]l= dim Km[A*] s; 
4 dim H,[A]l= dim K,[A). 
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So equality must hold throughout (5-8). Furthermore, these dimensions 
are finite because dim &[A] ==G dim K-i[A] and A is finite meromorphic 
(cf. Proposition 3.3). Thus, when m<O, the set inclusions in (5-l) and 
(5-2) cannot be proper. 
Now suppose that nz>O. From Proposition 5.6 (and Corollary 6.8) 
we have 
(6-9) K[A] = H[A*]l, K[A *] = H[A]l. 
If we apply Lemma 5.4, (5-9), (5-l) and (l-2), in that order, we obtain 
(5-10) 
dim H~~I[A *I dim H[‘*l’ KIXI -= 





For similar reasons, 
~mHm[Al dim H[Al’ dim KV*l -= ____= - 
HVI fLIAll H&A]1 Q 
(5-11) 
<dim K[A*l -= 
&rdA*l 
dim HdA “I 
H[A*l’ 
It follows that the dimensions in (5-10) and (5-11) are all equal and 
finite (since k(A ; lo) < 00 and m>O). Hence the set inclusions in (5-l) and 
(5-2) cannot be proper. 
6. Stability theorems 
We begin this section with an elementary lemma concerning the gap 
between two subspaces (see Section 2 for the definition of this notion). 
6.1 LEMMA. Let TI and Tz be isometrics in 9(X, Y), and let M and 
N be closed subspaces in X. Then 
gap (Jf, N) <gap (TI Jf, TZ N) + IlTl- T4. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that 
(6-l) Wf, N)<WlJf, TzN)+llTl--Tzll. 
Suppose that LY > 6(T1 M, Ta N), take z E M with ]]z]] Q 1, and set y= Tlx. 
Then y E TIM and lly]] < 1. Thus there exists n E N such that 
It follows that 
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wf,N)<ol+I(R-T2II. 
This is true for each or>&TiM, TziV). Hence (6-l) holds, 
Throughout this section we assume that A is finite meromorphic at &, 
k(A ; As) coo and R(Ae) is closed. In the arguments which follow, we 
suppose without loss of generality that lo= 0. 
Let d be a deleted neighbourhood of 0 such that A is holomorphic 
on d, and let S be the holomorphic operator function associated with A 
as defined in Section 3. Then, by (34), 
S(A)=B(A)A(jl), AEA, 
where B(I) is bijective for 3, E A. Using this fact, it follows that 
P-2) N(A(A)) =N(S(l)), 1 E A. 
Also, for each rZ in d, the range &!(A@)) is closed if and only if R(B(iZ)) 
is closed. From Lemma 3.4, we have 
H[A; A]=H[S; A], A E A. 
By combining this with (6-2), one sees that 
(3-3) k(A; A)=k(S; A), A E A. 
Choose T> 0 such that the closure of 
Ar= (1: 111 <T} 
is a subset of A u (0). Then S is holomorphic on Ar, and hence as in 
Section 4 we can associate with Lg a linear function L, i.e., 
S(l) =@(A) L(A) Y(A), A E Ar, 
where @ and Y are as in Proposition 4.3. 
Now the properties of A imply that @S(O)) is closed and k(S; 0) <co 
(Proposition 3.5). Hence @L(O)) is closed and k(L; 0) coo (Proposition 4.7). 
Thus the results of Section 2 are available to us. This fact will be the 
keystone in the proofs of the stability theorems below. 
6.2 THEOREM. Suppose that A is jinite memmmphic at ilo, R(Ao) is 
Ghd and k(A ; no) < CCL Then there exists E > 0 8uch that, for 0-c IA-101 -CE, 
(a) R(A(1)) is GiO&?d, 
(b) E(A ; 2) = 0. 
PROOF. As mentioned above we may assume lo = 0. From Theorem 2.1 
it follows that there exists E> 0 (and we may take E <r) such that L(A) 
has closed range and k(L; A)=0 for Oc 121 <E. By Proposition 4.7 this 
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implies that R(S(il)) is closed and k(S; A) = 0 for O< 111 <E. But then we 
can use (63) and the remark after (6-2) to show that (a) and (b) hold. 
6.3 THEOREM. Suppose that A is jinite mewmorphic at lo, R(Ao) is 
closed and k(A ; no) < 00. Then there exists E > 0 such that, for 0~ [l-&l <E, 
(a) gap (WW), WA; ~oI)<~-~I~-~oI, 
(b) gap (WW)), K[A; l01)<4;l-~01. 
PROOF. Again, assume LO = 0. Take 0 # ;Z E d,. By Lemma 3.4 and (6-2) 
gap PTW)), fW; Ol)=gap WW)), HIS; 01). 
From Proposition 4.5, we see that 
iv(l(I)) = Y(A) N(S(A)), H[L; O] = Y(0) H[S; 01. 
For each z in dr, the operator Y(z) is an isometry. Hence we can apply 
Lemma 6.1 to show that 
gap WWh W% 01) <gap W(W), HCk 01) f Ilw(+wWl. 
By Theorem 2.2, there exists EI> 0 (and we may take ~1 <r) such that 
gap (W(4), Wk 01) < k I4 
for 0 < Iill< ~1. Now Y is holomorphic on d,. Thus there exists a constant 
M such that 
IIW - W)ll GWl 
for 111 QQ. It follows that (a) holds for E< ~(1 + iWei)-1. 
To prove (b) we use an elementary property of the gap function ([19], 
Theorem IV.2.9) to show that there exists es>0 such that 
(6-4) gap WV))~ JW ; 01) = gap VWW, KlIA ; OIL), 
for O< ]3L] <es. This is possible because of Theorem 6.2(a) and the fact 
that K[A; 0] is closed (Corollary 6.8). From Proposition 5.6 we have 
gap WWV, JW; Ol*) =w W@*(4), WA*; 01). 
Finally, since A* is finite meromorphio at 0, R(Ao*) is closed and 
k(A*; O)<oo (cf. Proposition 5.7), it follows from part (a) of the present 
theorem that there exists E > 0 (and we may take e<e2) such that 
gap WA*(W, HEA*; 01) < f I4 
for 0 < ]il] <E. Hence (b) is true. If we further restrict this E so that 
E <EI(~ f&&)-l, then (a) and (b) will be true simultaneously. 
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6.4 COROLLARY. Suppose that A is Jinite meromorphic at &, R(Ao) is 
cloeed and k(A ; IO) c 00. Then there exists E> 0 such that, for 0~ IA-&l <E, 
(a) dim N(A(;2)) = dim H[A ; &I, 
(b) dim R(A(iZ)) = dim K[A ; &I, 
(c) codim R(A(I)) = codim K[A; &I. 
PROOF. Choose a>0 such that the conclusions of Theorems 6.2 and 
6.3 hold simultaneously for 0 < II- kl <a. Take a fixed 1# & such that 
Il-ilsl <E. Then 
(6-5) gap PVW), WA ; 201) < 1, gap W44), JW ; &I) < 1. 
Since the subspaces appearing in (6-5) are closed (Theorem 6.2 and 
Corollary 5.8), it follows (cf. Corollary IV.2.6 in [19]) that (a) and (b) 
are true. Using the second part of (6-5) together with the property of 
the gap given in (6-4), we conclude that 
dim R(A(2))1=dim K[A; I#. 
Since R(A(2)) and K[A; &] are closed, this proves (0). 
Conclusions (a) and (c) above could also have been obtained from 
Theorem 2.1 by observing that 
and 
dim N(T) - k(L; 0) =dim H[L; 0] 
codim R(T) - k(L; 0) = codim R[L; 01. 
An application of (b) above will be given later in Section 7. Note that, 
using (b) and Corollary 1.6, we also have 
codim iV(A(I))=codim H[A; ;20], 0<13L-&l <E. 
In Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 below we require the existence of subspaces 
complementary to H[A; IO] and to K[A ; ;b]. The following lemma 
shows that this situation is completely determined by properties of the 
operator Ao. 
6.5 LEMMA. awppo8e that A is jinite meromorphic at 20, R(Ao) is closed 
and k(A; 10) COO. T&n 
(a) H[A; %] i8 fX?TTVplemertted if S?td Only if N(&) i8 COT?VpleWded, 
(b) K[A; &JO] is wmplemented if and only if R(Ao) is complemented. 
PROOF. By Corollary 6.8, H[A; &J is closed. Since H[A; no] has finite 
codimension in Ho[A; &I, it follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that H[A; &] 
is complemented if and only if He[A ; &] is complemented. But then we 
can use Proposition 3.8(c) to show that (a) holds. 
The proof of (b) follows similarly by using Proposition 3.8(f). 
17 Indagationes 
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We recall the following important property of the gap function (cf. [19], 
Lemma IV.4.29). Let M and N be closed subspaces of a Banach space 2 
such that Z= M @ N. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that Z= W @ N for 
each closed subspace W of 2 with the property that gap ( W, M) < 6. Now 
the next two theorems are immediate consequences of the preceding results. 
6.6 THEOREM. Suppose that A is Jinite mesomorphic at ilo, R(Ao) is 
closed and k(A ; IO) < 00. Let W be a closed subspace of X such that 
X=H[A; k,] 0 W. 
Then there exists E> 0 such that 
X=N(A(iL)) @ W, 0< jl--&l <e. 
6.7 THEOREM. Suppose that A is jinite meromorphic at ilo, R(Ao) is 
closed and k(A ; 10) < 00. Let Z be a closed subspace of Y such that 
Y=R[A;ilo]@Z. 
Then there exi9ta E >O such that 
P-43) Y=R(A(iZ)) @ 2, O<jiZ-lo<&. 
The next proposition gives an important characterization of the spaces 
which appear so prominently in the stability theorems. We shall need 
this result at several points in a subsequent paper. 
6.8 PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is finite mewmorphic at 39, R(Ao) is 
dosed and k(A; &)<oo. Then 
(a) HI+ ; &I= &[A ; &I, 
(b) K[A ; 101 =&[A ; AI]. 
PROOF. (a) A ssume & = 0, and let S and L be as above. Prom Propo- 
sition 2.4 we have EI[L; O]=&[L; 01. Since F(0) is injective, it follows 
from Proposition 4.6(b) and (c) that H[S; O]=&[S; 01. But then we can 
apply Lemma 3.4 to show that (a) holds. 
(b) Since A* is finite meromorphic at 10, R(Ao*) is closed and 
k(A*; &)<oo, we conclude from (a) that 
H[A*; k,]=H,[A*; &,I. 
Using this with Propositions 5.6 and 6.3(c), we have 
K[A; &]l=H[A*; &]=&[A*; &,I C &[A; &]l. 
Since R[A; izo] is closed (Corollary 5.8), this implies that 
&[A ; 391 C K[A ; Ad. 
The reverse inclusion is trivial. Hence (b) is true. 
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6.9 REMARKS. (a) Supp ose for a moment that A is holomorphic 
at ;la. In [5], K.-H. F~RSTER considers a subspace of X which we shall 
call HJA ; A,$ It turns out that 
(6-7) f&4 ; no] c Hm[A ; lo] c H[A ; no]. 
In his thesis H. BART has given an example where &$A ; As] #H[A ; A,] 
([2], Example 111.3.2). However, he has also proved that 
in all cases. This is important to note, because Fijrster uses the quantity 
on the right side of (6-8) as his “stability number”. The proof of (6-8) 
is quite lengthy for the general case. However, if we assume that R(&) 
is closed (and this is one of the assumptions in Fijrster’s stability theorem), 
then (6-8) follows immediately from Proposition 6.8 and (6-7). Thus there 
is no material difference between the stability number used here and 
the one employed in [5]. Our Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.4 are therefore 
generalizations of Forster’s work on holomorphic operator functions. 
(b) Suppose that A is finite meromorphic at 10 and A0 is a semi- 
Fredholm operator, i.e., R(&) is closed and 
min {dim N(&), codim R(A0)) < 00. 
Then it follows from Proposition 3.8 that k(A ; Lo) < co. Hence Theorem 6.2 
and Corollary 6.4 apply to A at lo. In particular, A(A) is a semi-Fredholm 
operator for O< ]i2--lo] <E. Recall that the index of a semi-Fredholm 
operator A(L) is the extended integer given by 
ind A(L) = dim N@(A)) - codim R@(A)). 
So, from Corollary 6.4, 
indA(il)= dimH[A;lo]- codimK[A;ls], 0<]3.-39]<~. 
Using the two formulas for k(A ; Jo) given in (l-5), we see that 
w-9) ind A(A) = dim Ho[A ; Jo] - codim &[A ; 101, 0 < ]A - 201 <E. 
On the other hand, it follows from standard perturbation theorems that 
ind A(A) = ind Ao, 
for il in some deleted neighbourhood of lo. Hence 
ind As = dim &[A ; As] - codim &[A ; 201. 
This fact, though not surprising, does not seem to be readily available 
from the type of arguments used in the proof of Proposition 3.8. Finally, 
if we use Proposition 5.9 in (6-g), we obtain 
(6-W ind A(A)= dim &,[A; Ao]- dim &[A*; no], O< ]A-&] <E. 
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(c) Theorem 6.2(b), Corollary 6.4(a), Proposition 6.8(a) and formula 
(6-10) are essentially contained in [8] for the case when Ao is a Fredholm 
operator of index zero. In [25], E. I. SIGAL extended these results to the 
case where As is an arbitrary Fredholm operator. 
(d) Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.7, let Q(1) be the projection 
of Y onto R@(I)) along the subspace 2 of (6-6) for O< ]A-&] <E. Also, 
let &(;2a) be the projection of Y onto R[A ; jzo] along 2. In a subsequent 
paper we shall prove that the mapping A -+ Q(n) is holomorphic on a 
neighbourhood of 20. We shall also prove a similar result for the projection- 
valued function that may be defined from the direct sum decompositions 
appearing in Theorem 6.6. 
7. Degenerate meromoriphic operator functions 
In this iinal section we apply some of the results obtained earlier to 
a class of operator functions that, it will be shown, satisfy the hypotheses 
of all the stability theorems of Section 6. 
We say that A is degenerate at ;30 if there exists E>O such that 
(7-l) dimR(A(I))<cq O<lil-&ICE. 
If, in addition, Y(A ; jlo) > - 00, then we say that A is degenerate mero- 
morphic at 39. It turns out that such an operator function is necessarily 
fmite meromorphic at le. 
7.1 THEOREM. #uppose that v(A; lo)> --oo. Then the following &ute- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) A is degenerate meromorphic at IO, 
(b) dim &[A; Ao] <CO, 
(c) dim R[A ; 391~ 00, 
(d) k(A ; Jo) < 00, and each coefficient A, in the Laurent expansion of 
A at & is a degenerate operator, 
(e) A is jinite meromorphic at &, k(A; ilo) COO and AO is a degenerate 
operator. 
PROOF. Suppose that (7-l) holds for some E> 0. Then there exists a 
finite constant Z such that 
dimR(A(il))<M, O<jI-ilojc~. 
This was proved by J. S. HOWLAND ([13], Theorem l), and independently 
by H. BART (Theorem 6.4 in [l] and Theorem 1.2.2 in [2]). Assuming 
that dim &[A ; no] # 0, let (yi, . . . , ysl) be a linearly independent subset of 
&[A ; Aa]. Then, for i = 1, . . . , n, there exist functions & in ti(&, X) such 
that 
A@)&(I) + yg, i=l, . . . . n. 
It follows that there exists 6> 0 (and we may take 8~ E) such that the 
vectors A(I) +1(l), . . ., A(4 b(l) 
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are linearly independent for each 3, satisfying O< /A-&] ~6. This implies 
that for such ;2, n G dim R(A (A)) Q M. Hence dim &[A ; &] cannot exceed 
iM. This proves that (a) implies (b). Of course (b) implies (c). 
Suppose now that (c) is true. Then k(A ; Aa) = dim K/&G dim K<oo. 
Let p be an arbitrary integer, and let B(2) = (2 -&)-PA@). Then K[B; &] = 
= R[A ; Aa], by Proposition 1.2. Hence 
dim K-i[B ; 391~ dim K[B ; &I< 00. 
Also, Y(B; &)=Y(A; lo)-p> --oo. Thus B is finite meromorphic, by 
Proposition 3.3. Note that if B, is the rnth coefficient of the Laurent 
expansion of B at lo, then B,-, = A,,. So A, must be a degenerate operator 
for each n less than p. Since p was arbitrary, A,, is degenerate for all n. 
Hence (d) is true. Obviously (d) implies (e). 
Finally, suppose that (e) is true. Then an examination of (3-16) and 
(3-16) reveals that dim KO < 00. Since E(A ; &) < 00, it follows that dim K 
coo. Statement (a) is now a consequence of Corollary 6.4(b). This 
concludes the proof. 
Using a different method the first author proved in [l] and [2] that 
if A is degenerate meromorphic at 20, then the coefficients in the Laurent 
expansion of A at & are all degenerate operators. This result is also 
implied by a theorem of J. S. HOWLAND [13] which states that if T is 
a degenerate holomorphic operator function, then so is the derivative of T. 
There exists a degenerate operator function which has an essential 
singularity at ila such that all the coefficients in its Laurent expansion 
at 39 are non-degenerate. This is shown by Example 1.2.6 in [2]. 
Suppose that an operator function A is degenerate meromorphic at &. 
Then from (e) above: A is fmite meromorphic at lo, the stability number 
of A at lo is finite and R(Ao) is closed. Also, N(Ao) and R(Ao) are comple- 
mented in X and Y, respectively. Thus the characterizations of H[A; loo] 
and [KA ; 101 given in Proposition 6.8 and all of the stability theorems 
of Section 6 apply here. 
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